WPP Energy Asset Backed Green Energy Token.

TokenGrade score
- Score: PASS
- Warnings: None

Verified Team Members
- Rafael Ben, Chairman & President: https://www.linkedin.com/in/rafaelben/
- Robert Kohn, President Green Energy Rebate Program: https://www.linkedin.com/in/robertkohn007/
- Troy Macdonald, COO: https://www.linkedin.com/in/themonetaryman/

Verified Advisors
- Sydney Ifergan, https://www.linkedin.com/in/sydneyifergan/

Verified Token Contract Details
- Smart Contract Type: ERC 20
- EtherScan: https://etherscan.io/address/0x056dD20b01799E9C1952c7c9a5ff4409a6110085
- Source Code: https://etherscan.io/address/0x056dD20b01799E9C1952c7c9a5ff4409a6110085#code

Verified ICO Smart Contract Details
- Smart Contract Type: ERC 20
- EtherScan: https://etherscan.io/address/0xE54ceED7de1A6d3BD0D285617ec64047Ad0eF29c
- Source Code: https://etherscan.io/address/0xE54ceED7de1A6d3BD0D285617ec64047Ad0eF29c#code

Verified Token Supply and Details
- Application Platform: Ethereum
- Token Symbol: WPP
- Token Name: WPP Token
- Maximum Supply: 5,000,000,000 WPP
- Hard Cap: 50,000,000 USD (Pre ITO)
- Soft Cap: 5,000,000 USD (Pre ITO)
- Exchange Rate: 1 WPP = $0.20 (Pre ITO)
- Duration: July 15th – Sep 15th (Pre ITO)
- KYC/AML: Yes
- Method of Contribution: Ether
- Token Distribution Breakdown:
  - 50% Token Sale
  - 20% Founders/Management/Operations
  - 10% Cryptocurrency Rebate Program
  - 10% Marketing
  - 5% WPP Reserve
  - 5% R&D Team

LOCATION
Rue des Bains 35,
1205 Geneva, Switzerland

WEBSITE
https://wppenergy.com/

COMPANY DESCRIPTION
WPP Green Energy Platform is being created to reduce the cost of green energy to most parts of the world by transmitting power production data from wholesale renewable energy producers around the world into the platform. WPP Energy's own surplus global energy production will also be captured in the platform and made available for purchase.
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COMMUNITY LINKS
Telegram: https://t.me/WPPEnergy
Twitter: https://twitter.com/wppenergycoin
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/WPP-Energy-575263249486648

Disclaimer
TokenGrade, a service of ICO Watchdog, is an independent provider of ICO smart contract audit reports. The views expressed within this report are TokenGrade’s in its entirety. Whilst TokenGrade believes the information contained in this report is based on information which is considered to be reliable, its accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed and no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given or implied and no responsibility for any loss or damage arising in any way for any representation, act or omission is accepted by TokenGrade or by any officer, agent or employee of ICO Watchdog and its related entities. ICO Watchdog at all times reserves the right to at any time vary, without notice, the range of services offered by TokenGrade and the terms under which such services are offered.

TOKENGRADE, A SERVICE OF ICO WATCHDOG, IS AN INDEPENDENT PROVIDER OF ICO SMART CONTRACT AUDIT REPORTS. THE VIEWS EXPRESSED WITHIN THIS REPORT ARE TOKENGRADE'S IN ITS ENTIRETY. WHILST TOKENGRADE BELIEVES THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT IS BASED ON INFORMATION WHICH IS CONSIDERED TO BE RELIABLE, ITS ACCURACY AND COMPLETENESS ARE NOT GUARANTEED AND NO WARRANTY OF ACCURACY OR RELIABILITY IS GIVEN OR IMPLIED AND NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE ARISING IN ANY WAY FOR ANY REPRESENTATION, ACT OR OMISSION IS ACCEPTED BY TOKENGRADE OR BY ANY OFFICER, AGENT OR EMPLOYEE OF ICO WATCHDOG AND ITS RELATED ENTITIES. ICO WATCHDOG AT ALL TIMES RESERVES THE RIGHT TO AT ANY TIME VARY, WITHOUT NOTICE, THE RANGE OF SERVICES OFFERED BY TOKENGRADE AND THE TERMS UNDER WHICH SUCH SERVICES ARE OFFERED.